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Model reduction for switched differential-algebraic equations
with known switching signal

MD. SUMON HOSSAIN , AND STEPHAN TRENN

Abstract: Building on our recently proposed model reduction methods for switched ordinary linear
systems we propose a comprehensive model reduction method for linear switched differential-algebraic
equations (DAEs). In contrast to most other available model reduction methods for switched systems we
consider the switching signal as a given time-variance of the system. This allows us to exploit certain
linear subspaces in the reduction process and also provide in general significantly smaller reduced
models compared to methods which consider arbitrary switching signals. Model reduction for switched
DAEs has some unique features which makes a generalization of the available methods nontrivial;
in particular, the presence of jumps and Dirac impulses in response to switches have to be carefully
treated. Furthermore, due the algebraic constraints, the reachability subspaces cannot be the full space,
hence a straightforward application of balanced truncation is not possible (because the corresponding
reachability Gramians will be structurally non-invertible). We resolve this problem by first apply an
exact model reduction which reduces the switched DAE to a switched ordinary systems with jumps
and carefully keep track of the impulsive effects. As a second step we then apply a midpoint balanced
truncation approach to further reduce the switched system. In addition to the challenge to appropriately
take into account the Dirac impulses, another novel challenge was the occurrence of input-dependent
state-jumps. We propose to deal with input-dependent jumps by combining certain discrete-time
reachability Gramians with continuous time reachability Gramians. We provide corresponding Matlab
implementations of the proposed algorithms and illustrate their effectiveness with some academic
examples.
Keywords: balanced truncation, reduced realization, descriptor systems, reachability/observability
Gramians, time-varying systems.
AMS Subject Classification (2020): 34A09, 65D99, 34A38, 93C15, 93B20, 93-08

1 Introduction

Differential-algebraic equations (DAEs) have become an important tool for modelling and simulation
of constrained dynamical systems and are also known as descriptor systems or singular systems. DAEs
naturally occur when modelling linear electrical circuits, simple mechanical systems or, in general, linear
systems with additional linear algebraic constraints; they have been used for modelling a vast variety of
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problem, e.g. in economics [29, 28], demography [6], mechanical systems [5, 14], multibody dynam-
ics [13, 36], electrical networks [10, 1, 31, 12], fluid mechanics [17, 27], chemical engineering [11, 32]
and they are also particularly important in the simulation and design of very large scale integrated cir-
cuits. The theory of linear DAEs is well developed and mature cf. [6, 47, 7, 9, 8, 10, 33, 23, 15, 16, 34,
24, 5] and the references therein.

Switched DAEs arise when the system changes suddenly and the switching between the systems is in-
duced by faults or an external switching rule, cf. [25, 44]. Switches or component faults induce jumps in
certain state variables, and it is common to define additional jump-maps based on physical arguments. It
turns out that general switched DAEs can have not only jumps in the solutions but also Dirac impulses
and/or their derivatives. This makes it necessary to enlarge the underlying solution space to the space of
distributions (also known as generalized functions). However, it can be shown that the classical Schwartz
distribution space [37] is not suitable as a solution space for switched DAEs (the reason is that this space
is too large and doesn’t e.g. allow the restriction to intervals [41]). This problem was resolved in [40]
where the space of piecewise-smooth distributions as an underlying solution space was proposed. Based
on this piecewise-smooth distributional solution space several modelling and control results related to
switched DAE have been obtained so far, see e.g., [26, 46, 42, 43, 18, 4, 38, 30].

Here we are interested in the problem of model reduction for linear switched DAEs of the following
form:

Eσ ẋ = Aσ x+Bσ u, x(t−0 ) = X0 ⊆ Rn,

y =Cσ x+Dσ u,
(1)

where x,u,y denote respectively, the state, input and output; σ : [t0, t f )→Q := {0,1, . . . ,m} is the switch-
ing signal defined on the interval of interest [t0, t f ) with switching times sk ∈ (t0, t f ), k ∈Q, and is defined
as

σ(t) = k, t ∈ [sk,sk+1), k = 0,1, . . . ,m, (2)

where s0 := t0 and sm+1 := t f . Furthermore, we define the mode duration of mode k as τk := sk+1−sk. The
active mode k ∈ Q is characterized by the matrix quintuple (Ek,Ak,Bk,Ck,Dk) ∈Rn×n ×Rn×n ×Rn×m ×
Rp×n ×Rp×m. In order to guarantee existence and uniqueness of solution we will assume throughout
this paper that the matrix pairs (Ek,Ak) are regular (see Section 2.1 for the formal definition and related
consequences). If Ek = I for all k ∈ Q, system (1) is called a switched ordinary differential equation
(ODE).

While model reduction for non-switched DAEs have been studied rather extensively, see the survey [2]
and the references therein, there seems to be almost no research yet on model reduction for switched
DAEs. The only exception seems to be [35], which however only considers a homogenous system
without inputs and outputs.

Our approach extends and utilizes our previous approaches on reduced realization for switched ODEs
[22] and midpoint balanced truncation for switched ODEs [21]. In particular, the first step in the reduction
of (1) is finding an equivalent switched ODE with jumps and Dirac impulses without altering the input-
output behavior, which is summarized in Algorithm 1. For this step there are no further assumption
required, in particular, the DAEs can have arbitrary indeces and impulsive solutions. The second step
is then applying model reduction based on balancing certain Gramians on the outcome of Algorithm 1.
In contrast to the first step, there are certain assumptions which need to be satisfied. A first assumption
is that the involved reachability and observability Gramians are non-singular, which we conjecture is
the case in almost all practical situation because the reduction carried out in the first steps removes
unreachable and unobservable states. Another assumption is a certain structure-decoupling property in
the sense of Assumption 3, where the states (and the corresponding flow and jump maps) are decoupled
into states which effect the impulses in the output and those which don’t. Since arbitrary small errors in
an Dirac impulse have an infinite L2-norm, we only apply a further model reduction on those states which
do not effect the output impulses. With this decoupling it is then possible to apply the midterm balanced
truncation approach from [21], however, the presence of input-dependent state-jumps complicates the
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setting, because these jumps effect the reachability spaces and also have an quantitative effect on the
reachability Gramians. How exactly a discrete input effects the continuous reachability Gramian is not
really clear. Here, we first observe that the effect of the discrete input (effecting the state-jump) can
be decoupled from the effect of the continuous input and a discrete-time reachability Gramian can be
defined. We then propose to define the overall (midpoint) Gramian as the weighted sum of the continuous
reachability Gramian and the discrete-time reachability Gramian. Since in the context of switched DAEs,
the discrete input is given by the values of the continuous input (and its derivatives) at the jump time the
weight between the two Gramians reflects how we measure the control energy needed to adjust specific
values for the input (and its derivatives) at a specific time in relation to the overall integral-cost of the
continuous input. At the moment we cannot provide any further theoretical justification on how to choose
this weight optimally; furthermore, as for the switched ODE case we are not able to proof any error
bounds but instead see our main contribution to propose some intuitively meaningful model reduction
method for switched DAEs at all.

Notation: For two matrices P,Q with the same number of columns, we define [P/Q] :=
[ P

Q
]

; this notation
generalizes in an obvious way to the case when more than two matrices are placed over each other. For
a subspace V ∈ Rn and a matrix A ∈ Rn×n the smallest A-invariant subspace containing V is denoted by
⟨A | V ⟩ and the largest A-invariant subspace contained in V is denoted as ⟨V | A⟩. In particular, when
V = imB for some matrix B ∈ Rn×m, then ⟨A | V ⟩ = im[B,AB, . . . ,An−1B] and if V = kerC for some
matrix C ∈ Rp×n, then ⟨V | A⟩= ker[C/CA/ · · ·/CAn−1].

2 Preliminaries

2.1 Regular matrix pairs

In this subsection we recall important properties of matrix pairs (E,A), in particular, associated projectors
and selectors, which allow a convenient decomposition of the solutions of the corresponding DAE Eẋ =
Ax+Bu. First recall, that a matrix pair (E,A) is called regular if the matrices E and A are square matrices
of the same size and the polynomial det(sE −A) is not the zero polynomial. In the following we will also
call the switched DAE (1) regular, if each mode’s matrix pair (Ek,Ak) is regular.

For every regular matrix pair, there exists a unique decomposition of Rn = V ∗⊕W ∗ such that the linear
operators E and A with respect to this decomposition become block diagonal

(E,A)≃
([

I 0
0 N

]
,
[

J 0
0 I

])
, (3)

where N is a nilpotent linear map on W ∗. We will call the decomposition (3) the quasi-Weierstrass form
(QWF) and in [3] it is shown, that the subspaces V ∗ and W ∗ can be calculated via the Wong sequences
[49]:

V0 := Rn, Vk+1 := A−1(EVk), W0 := {0}, Wk+1 := E−1(AWk),

where A−1(·) and E−1(·) stand for the pre-image (E and A are not assumed to be invertible). It is easily
seen, that the two subspace sequences are nested and become stationary after at most n steps; in fact, they
become stationary after the same number of steps, say ν ∈ N, which coincides with the nilpotency index
of N in the QWF and is called the index of the matrix pair (E,A) (or the corresponding DAE). The Wong
limits are defined as

V ∗ =
⋂
k∈N

Vk = Vν , W ∗ =
⋃
k∈N

= Wν .

In addition to Rn = V ∗⊕W ∗, it can also be shown that Rn = EV ∗⊕AW ∗. By choosing basis matrices
V ∈ Rn×nJ and W ∈ Rn×nN of V ∗ and W ∗, resp., the QWF can explicitly be obtained by (SET,SAT ),
where

T = [V,W ] and S = [EV,AW ]−1.
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Define the consistency projector1 as
Π(E,A) := T

[
I 0
0 0

]
T−1

and the differential/impulsive selector as

Π
diff
(E,A) := T

[
I 0
0 0

]
S, Π

imp
(E,A) := T

[
0 0
0 I

]
S.

Note that in all three cases the definition does not depend on the specific choice of bases matrices V
and W of V ∗ and W ∗. Furthermore, the consistency projector is a projector onto V ∗ along W ∗ (but in
general it is not an orthogonal projector, because V ∗ and W ∗ are not orthogonal to each other), while the
differential and impulsive selectors are not projectors in general.

Based on the above selectors we define the following matrices:

Adiff := Π
diff
(E,A)A, Bdiff := Π

diff
(E,A)B,

E imp := Π
imp
(E,A), Bimp := Π

imp
(E,A)B.

For a regular switched DAE (1) we define Πk := Π(Ek,Ak), Π
diff/imp
k := Π

diff/imp
(Ek,Ak)

and Adiff
k , Bdiff

k , E imp
k , Bimp

k
accordingly. Furthermore, if the corresponding matrix pair (E,A) is clear, we drop the index (E,A) from
the consistency projector and differential/impulsive selectors.

2.2 Piecewise-smooth distributions

In addition to jumps, solutions of switched DAEs may also contain Dirac impulses (and their derivatives)
[44], hence a distributional solution framework needs to be considered to study (1). We first recall the
basic definitions of distributions (generalized functions) in the sense of Schwartz [37]. Smooth functions
ϕ : R→ R with bounded support are called test-functions and the linear space containing all such test-
functions is denoted by C ∞

0 . This linear space can be equipped with a certain topology, such that a
sequence (ϕk)k∈N of test-functions converges to zero, if, and only if, there exists a compact subset of
R which contains all supports of the ϕk-s and furthermore, for each i ∈ N the sequence ϕ

(i)
k converges

uniformly to 0 as k → ∞. The space of distributions D is then defined as the dual space of C ∞
0 , i.e.

D := { D : C ∞
0 → R | D is linear and continuous } ,

where continuity can be checked by checking that D(ϕk)→ 0 for all sequences (ϕk)k∈N, which converge
to zero in the above sense.

For every locally integrable function f : R→ R, the map

fD : C ∞
0 → R, ϕ 7→

∫
R

f ϕ

defines a distribution and is called a regular distribution induced by f . The map f 7→ fD is an injective
homomorphism2, which justifies to call distributions “generalized functions”. For any distribution a
derivative exists and is given by

D′(ϕ) :=−D(ϕ ′).

This definition is consistent with the classical derivative, i.e. for a differentiable function f : R→ R, it
holds that

( fD)′ = ( f ′)D,

which is a simple consequence from the integration by parts. The space of distributions contains many
elements which are not induced by locally integrable functions, the most famous example is the Dirac

1The reason for this name becomes clear in the following subsection, when inconsistent initial values are discussed
2Locally integrable functions which only differ on a set of measure zero are identified with each other.
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impulse (Dirac delta, delta “function”) at t ∈ R, given by

δt(ϕ) := ϕ(t).

It is easily seen that the Dirac impulse at t ∈ R is the (distributional) derivative of the Heaviside step
function 1[t,∞) (with jump from zero to one at t ∈ R), i.e.

δt = ((1[t,∞))D)
′.

In order to consider the switched DAE (1) with distributional solutions, it is necessary to consider re-
strictions of distributions to intervals of the form [sk,sk+1). However, it was shown in [41], that it is
impossible to define such a distributional restriction for general distributions. To resolve this problem,
the space of piecewise-smooth distributions is considered in [40], which is defined as

DpwC ∞ :=

{
αD+ ∑

τ∈T
Dτ

∣∣∣∣∣ α ∈ C ∞
pw,T ⊆ R is discrete,

∀τ ∈ T : Dτ ∈ span{δτ ,δ
′
τ ,δ

′′
τ , . . .}

}
,

where C ∞
pw is the space of piecewise-smooth functions and a set T ⊆R is called discrete if each intersec-

tion with a bounded interval only contains finitely many points. This space has many nice properties, in
particular, it is closed under differentiation, it is possible to define left, right and impulse evaluation at
any t ∈ R, where for D = αD+∑τ∈T Dτ ,

D(t−) := α(t−), D(t+) := α(t+)

and

D[t] :=

{
Dt , if t ∈ T
0, otherwise.

Furthermore, it is possible to define a restriction to any interval I ⊆ R as follows:

DI := (αI )D+ ∑
τ∈T∩I

Dτ ,

where αI (t) := α(t) for t ∈ I and zero otherwise.

These properties of DpwC ∞ allow to consider (1) with distributional solutions, i.e. x ∈ Dn
pwC ∞ , u ∈ Dm

pwC ∞

and consequently y ∈ Dp
pwC ∞ . However, in the following we restrict our attention to impulse free inputs,

i.e. the input is a regular distribution induced by a piecewise-smooth function.

2.3 Inconsistent initial values and solution decomposition

Due to the algebraic constraints, not all initial values are feasible for DAEs of the form

Eẋ = Ax+Bu,

however in [40] it was shown that for regular DAEs the corresponding initial trajectory problem (ITP)

x(−∞,t0) = x0
(−∞,t0)

(Eẋ)[t0,∞) = (Ax+Bu)[t0,∞)

(4)

considered in the space of piecewise-smooth distributions has a unique solution x ∈ Dn
pwC ∞ for any arbi-

trary past trajectory x0 ∈ Dn
pwC ∞ and any input u ∈ Dm

pwC ∞ . It was also shown there that the solution on
[t0,∞) only depends on x(t−0 ), hence, in the following we will abbreviate the ITP (4) as a classical initial
value problem

Eẋ = Ax+Bu, x(t−0 ) = x0 ∈ Rn. (5)
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Furthermore, in the context of switched DAEs of the form (1), we assume that in the past the ODE

ẋ = 0, x(t−0 ) = x0,

was active; in particular, we formally extend the switching signal to −∞ with the value −1 and let
E−1 := I, A−1 := 0, B−1 = 0, C−1 = 0, D−1 = 0.

Lemma 1 (cf. [48]). Consider the (inconsistent) initial value problem (5) with regular matrix pair (E,A)
with corresponding consistency projector Π and corresponding matrices Adiff, Bdiff, E imp, Bimp. Then
(x,u) is a (distributional) solution of (5) on [t0, t f ), if and only if x = xdiff + ximp where xdiff and ximp are
the (distributional) solutions of the following two (inconsistent) initial value problems on [t0, t f )

ẋdiff = Adiffxdiff +Bdiffu, xdiff(t−0 ) = Πx0,

E impẋimp = ximp +Bimpu, ximp(t−0 ) = (I −Π)x0.

Proof. Necessity. Let xdiff := Πx and ximp := (I −Π)x, then the claim follows from multiplying the DAE
with Πdiff or Πimp, respectively, and observing that ΠdiffE = Π and ΠimpA = (I −Π).
Sufficiency. First observe that the solutions xdiff and ximp satisfy Πxdiff = xdiff and (I −Π)ximp = ximp. It
then follows that

Eẋ = EΠẋdiff +E(I −Π)ẋimp = S−1T−1(ẋdiff +E impẋimp)

= S−1T−1(Adiff
Π+(I −Π))x+S−1T−1(Bdiff +Bimp)u

and the claim follows from verifying that S−1T−1(AdiffΠ+(I −Π)) = A and S−1T−1(Bdiff +Bimp) = B.
□

Note that for an impulse-free input, any solution xdiff in Lemma 1 satisfies xdiff(t−) = xdiff(t+) for all
t ≥ t0, in particular, the initial condition can then be replaced by x(t+0 ) = Πx0.

Lemma 2. The solution of E impẋimp = ximp +Bimpu, ximp(t−0 ) = (I −Π)x0 considered on [t0, t f ) and for
an impulse-free input u is given by

ximp = BimpUν , on (t0, t f ),

ximp[t0] =−
ν−2

∑
i=0

(E imp)i+1(x0 −BimpUν(t+0 ))δ
(i)
t0 ,

where ν ∈ N is the nilpotency index of E imp and

Uν :=
[
u⊤, u̇⊤, · · · ,u(ν−1)⊤

]⊤
, Bimp :=−

[
Bimp,E impBimp, . . . ,(E imp)ν−1Bimp] .

Proof. This is a simple consequence from Theorems 6.4.4 and 6.5.1 in [44], taking into account that
E imp(I −Π) = 0. □

Note that Uν may be impulsive despite u being impulse-free, because u is not assumed to be continuous
and jumps in u will lead to Dirac impulses in Uν if ν > 1.
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3 Reduced realization

3.1 Equivalent switched ODEs with jumps and impulses

For the regular switched DAE (1) with switching signal (2) we consider the following surrogate switched
ODE with jumps and Dirac impulses:

ż = Adiff
k z+Bdiff

k u, on (sk,sk+1), z(t−0 ) = x0,

z(s+k ) = Πk

[
z(s−k )+Bimp

k−1Uνk−1(s−k )
]
, k ≥ 0

w =Ckz+Dku+Dimp
k Uνk , on (sk,sk+1),

(6a)

w[sk] =−Ck

νk−2

∑
i=0

(E imp
k )i+1

[
z(s−k )+Bimp

k−1Uνk−1(s−k )−Bimp
k Uνk(s+k )

]
δ
(i)
sk , (6b)

where νk ∈ N is the nilpotency index of E imp
k ; Uνk and Bimp

k are given as in Lemma 2, Dimp
k := CkBimp

k

and Bimp
−1 := 0.

Theorem 3. Consider an arbitrary impulse-free input u ∈Dm
pwC ∞ with the corresponding (distributional)

outputs y ∈Dp
pwC ∞ of the regular switched DAE (1) and w ∈Dp

pwC ∞ of the switched ODE (6). Then y = w
on [t0, t f ).

Proof. Let x denote the solution of the switched DAE (1) and z the solution of the ODE (6) for the same
(impulse-free) input u. The proof can be divided into three steps as follows.

Step 1: We show that z = Πkx =: xdiff
k on (sk,sk+1).

From Lemma 1 it follows that it suffices to show that z(s+k ) = xdiff
k (s+k ). For k = 0 this is trivially

satisfied, because z(s+0 ) = z(t+0 ) = Π0x0 = xdiff
0 (t−0 ) = xdiff

0 (s+0 ). Continuing inductively, assume now
z(s+k ) = xdiff

k (s+k ) for some k ≥ 0. Then in view of Lemma 1, we have z(s−k+1) = xdiff
k (s−k+1) and together

with Lemma 2 we have x(s−k+1) = z(s−k+1) +Bimp
k Uνk(s−k+1). Furthermore, xdiff

k+1(s
+
k+1) = xdiff

k+1(s
−
k+1) =

Πk+1x(s−k+1) = z(s+k+1).

Step 2: The corresponding outputs on (sk,sk+1) are equal.

The output equation on (sk,sk+1) is given by

y =Ckx+Dku =CkΠkx+Ck(I −Πk)x+Dku =Ckz+Ckximp
k +Dku,

where ximp
k := (I −Πk)x = Bimp

k Uνk according to Lemma 2; from which y = w on (sk,sk+1) follows.

Step 3: The impulse parts of the outputs are equal.

According to Lemma 2 we have

x[sk] = ximp
k [sk] =−

νk−2

∑
i=0

(E imp
k )i+1(x(s−k )−Bimp

k Uνk(s+k )
)
δ
(i)
sk

as well as
x(s−k ) = xdiff

k−1(s
−
k )+ ximp

k−1(s
−
k ) = z(s−k )+Bimp

k−1Uνk−1(s−k ).

From this it is clear that y[sk] =Ckx[sk] = w[sk] and the proof is complete. □

7
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Remark 4. As already highlighted after Lemma 2, the term Uνk appearing in the equation for the output
w in (6a) may also contain Dirac impulses away from the switching times, if the input u (or one of its
derivatives) is discontinuous. In particular, not all impulses in w are explicitly given by (6b). However,
this “inconvinience” can easily be resolved by adding extra artificial switching times at all discontinuities
of u (with identical coefficient matrices before and after the switch).

A consequence of the equivalent input-output behavior between the switched DAE (1) and the switched
ODE with jumps and impulses (6) is that a reduced order model of (1) can be obtained by considering
a reduced order model of (6) instead. In particular, we are seeking a reduced switched ODE with jumps
and impulses of the form

˙̂z = Âdiff
k z+ B̂diff

k u, on (sk,sk+1), ẑ(t−0 ) = x̂0 ∈ X̂0,

ẑ(s+k ) = Π̂kẑ(s−k )+Ĵv
k Uνk−1(s−k ), k ≥ 0

ŵ = Ĉkẑ+Dku+Dimp
k Uνk , on (sk,sk+1),

 (7a)

ŵ[sk] =
νk−2

∑
i=0

Ĉi
kẑ(s−k )δ

(i)
sk +

νk−2

∑
i=0

(
Dimp−

k,i Uνk−1(s−k )−Dimp+
k,i Uνk(s+k )

)
δ
(i)
sk , (7b)

where Dimp−
k,i := −Ck(E imp)i+1

k Bimp
k−1 and Dimp+

k,i := −Ck(E imp)i+1
k Bimp

k are not affected by the reduction.
Note that each mode can have different state-dimension n̂k, so formally we would have to consider mode-
dependent state variables ẑk : (sk,sk+1)→ Rn̂k . However, to simplify notation, we just write ẑ(·) instead
of ẑk(·), where we have to keep in mind that the dimension of ẑ(t) depends on t.

In our previous work [21] we have proposed a model reduction method for switched ODEs with jumps,
however there are three obstacles which prevents a direct application of these methods to (6):

1) The solutions of (6a) considered on (sk,sk+1) evolve within the subspace imΠk which is a strict
subspace of Rn unless the switched DAE is already a switched ODE (without jumps). In particular,
the corresponding reachability Gramian can never have full rank, which was an assumption to carry
out the midpoint reduced balanced truncation method.

2) The jump rule in (6a) depends on the input, which was not considered in our previous work.
3) The additional impulsive output (6b) needs to be taken into account appropriately.

Note that the additional feed-through terms in the output equations of (6a) and (6b) involving derivatives
of the input, do not pose any technical difficulties, because these terms remain unaffected by any model
reduction procedure (note the missing “hats” in all D-terms of (7)).

There are different approaches to deal with the above mentioned challenges. To deal with the first chal-
lenge, we can simply apply our already proposed method to obtained a reduced realization for a switched
ODE with jumps; however, the other two challenges still needs to be addressed. A simple way to address
the other two challenges in general is simply to assume that the switched DAE is such that the jump rule
is independent from the input and that the Dirac impulses in the output do only depend directly on the
input. These assumption can be formalized as follows:

Assumption 1 (Input-independent jumps). Consider the regular switched DAE (1) on [t0, t f ) with switch-
ing signal (2) and corresponding consistency projectors Πk and extended input matrices Bimp

k as in
Lemma 2. Assume that for all k ≥ 1 that

ΠkBimp
k−1 = 0.

Note that Assumption 1 is satisfied if ΠkΠ
imp
k−1 = 0, however, this is in general a more conservative

assumption.
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Assumption 2 (Only input induced output impulses). Consider the regular switched DAE (1) on [t0, t f )
with switching signal (2) and corresponding consistency projectors Πk. Assume that for all k ≥ 1 and all
i ≥ 1,

Ck(E
imp
k )i

Πk−1 = 0.

Note that Assumption 2 is satisfied if CkE imp
k = 0, however, this is in general stronger than necessary.

Under these assumption and utilizing the fact that every solution of (6a) satisfies z = Πkz on (sk,sk+1) we
have the following simplified version of (6).

Corollary 5. Consider the regular switched DAE (1) with switching signal (2) satisfying Assumptions 1
and 2, then for any impulse-free input the output of (1) equals the output of

ż = Adiff
k z+Bdiff

k u, on (sk,sk+1), z(t−0 ) = x0

z(s+k ) = Πkz(s−k ), k ≥ 0,

w =Ckz+Dku+Dimp
k Uνk , on (sk,sk+1),

w[sk] =
νk−2

∑
i=0

(
Dimp−

k,i Uνk−1(s−k )−Dimp+
k,i Uνk(s+k )

)
δ
(i)
sk .

Consequently, the reduced realization method for switched ODEs with jumps [22] can be applied with-
out alteration to obtain a reduced realization with mode-dependent state dimensions. Afterwards, the
midpoint balanced truncation method [21] can directly be applied to further reduce the state-dimension
while introducing a small output error.

3.2 Reduced realization for switched ODEs with input dependent jumps and impulsive
outputs

In this section, we want to generalize the existing reduced realization approach for switched ODE with
jumps to switched systems of the form (6) without making any further assumptions. In order to streamline
the notation, we consider in the following general switched ODEs with jumps and impulsive output (not
necessarily induced by a switched DAE) governed by a switching signal of the form (2):

ẋ = Akx+Bku, on (sk,sk+1), x(t−0 ) = x0 ∈ X0,

x(s+k ) = Jx
k x(s−k )+ Jv

k vk, k ≥ 0,

y =Ckx, on (sk,sk+1),

 (8a)

y[sk] =
ρk

∑
i=0

Ci
kx(s−k )δ

(i)
sk , (8b)

Note that compared to (6) we do not consider the feed-through terms in the output, because they do not
play a role in obtaining a reduced realization. Furthermore, we view vk ∈ Rmk , k = 0,1, . . . as discrete
additional inputs which are independent from the smooth input u. While formally vk = Uνk(s−k ) in (6a)
depends on the smooth input u (and its derivatives), the values u(i)(s−k ) determining vk can be chosen
completely independently from the values of u on (sk,sk+1 − ε) for any ε > 0. From a model reduction
viewpoint it is therefore justified to consider these effects of the input on the output as independent
from each other. In contrast to (6) we do allow a mode-dependent state-dimension, i.e. Ak ∈ Rnk×nk ,
Bk ∈ Rnk×m, Jx

k ∈ Rnk×nk−1 , Jv
k ∈ Rnk×mk , Ck,Ci

k ∈ Rp×nk and formally the state has to be consider mode-
wise as xk : (sk,sk+1)→ Rnk , but with some mild abuse of notation we just write x instead of xk.

In the following we will remove unreachable and unobservable states and it turns out, that the approach
proposed in [22] via the weak Kalman-decomposition and extended/restricted reachable/unobservable
spaces can be adapted in a quite straightforward way to the situation of an input dependent jump map
and impulsive outputs. First we define the (exact) reachable and unobservable subspaces of (8) as follows.

9
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Definition 6 (cf. [19, Defs. 4.4&4.6]). The reachable subspace of (8) on [t0, t) for t ∈ (t0, t f ] is

Rσ

[t0,t) :=
{

x(t−)
∣∣ x(·) is solution of (8) for some u(·),v0,v1, . . .

}
;

the unobservable subspace of (8) on (t, t f ) for t ∈ [t0, t f ) is

U σ

(t,t f )
:=

{
x(t+)

∣∣∣∣∣ x(·) solve (8) on (t, t f ) with arbitrary x(t+) for u(·) = 0,v0 = v1 = . . .= vm = 0

and has output y = 0 on (t, t f )

}

In order to calculate the reachable and unobservable subspaces at t = sk recursively we define the follow-
ing sequence of subspaces:

M σ
−1 := X0,

M σ

k := Rk + eAkτk(Jx
kM

σ

k−1 + imJv
k ), k = 0,1, . . .m,

where Rk := ⟨Ak | imBk⟩ is the classical reachable subspace and

N σ
m := Um,

N σ

k := Uk ∩ e−Akτk(((Jx
k )

−1N σ

k+1)∩U imp
k+1 ), k = m−1, . . . ,0,

where Uk := ⟨kerCk | Ak⟩ is the classical unobservable space of the pair (Ck,Ak) and U imp
k :=

ker[C0
k/C1

k/. . ./Cρk
k ] is the impulse unobservable space (cf. [39]).

Lemma 7. Consider the switched system (8), then, for all k = 0,1, . . . ,m

M σ

k = Rσ

[t0,sk+1)
and N σ

k = U σ

(sk,t f )
.

Proof. The proof is analogously as the one of [20, Lems. 10 & 13] and therefore omitted. □

Following the approach of [20] we define a sequence of extended reachable / restricted unobservable
subspace which are also Ak-invariant and therefore allow a weak Kalman decomposition. The underlying
idea is to utilize the fact that for any subspace V ∈ Rn and any matrix A ∈ Rn×n

⟨V | A⟩ ⊆ eAtV ⊆ ⟨A | V ⟩, ∀t ∈ R.

This leads to the consideration of the following sequences of subspaces (which do not depend on the
mode durations anymore):

R−1 := X0,

Rk := Rk + ⟨Ak | Jx
kRk−1 + imJv

k ⟩, k = 0, . . . ,m
(9)

and
U m := Um,

U k := Uk ∩⟨((Jx
k+1)

−1U k+1)∩U imp
k+1 ) | Ak⟩, k = m−1, . . . ,0.

(10)

By definition, the extended reachable subspaces Rk and the restricted unobservable subspaces U k are
Ak-invariant; furthermore, it is easily seen that for t ∈ (sk,sk+1)

Rk ⊇ Rσ

[t0,t) ⊇ Rk and U k ⊆ U σ

(t,t f )
⊆ Uk.

Now for each mode a weak Kalman decomposition as in [20] can be obtained, which then can be used to
define (mode-dependent) left- and right-projectors which remove unreachable and unobservable states.

10
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In fact, for each mode k choose invertible matrix Qk = [P1
k ,P

2
k ,P

3
k ,P

4
k ] such that

imP1
k = Rk ∩U k, im[P1

k ,P
2
k ] = Rk, im[P1

k ,P
3
k ] = U k. (11)

Then the left projector is Vk := P2
k and the corresponding right projector Wk is the second block row of

Q−1
k , in particular, WkVk = I. Finally, to also reduce the dimension of the initial state, we can remove

those states, which do not contribute to the reduced state after the initial jump and also do not contribute
in an impulsive output; this can be achieved by choosing a basis matrix V−1 such that

X0 = imV−1 ⊕ (X0 ∩kerW0Jx
0 ∩kerU imp

0 ). (12)

In fact, let W−1 be a basis matrix of (X0 ∩kerW0Jx
0 ∩kerU imp

0 ), then there is for all x0 ∈ X0 unique pair

(x̂0, x̄0) of appropriate size, such that x0 = [V−1,W−1]
(

x̂0
x̄0

)
; let’s denote the matrix representation of the

corresponding map x0 7→ x̂0 by ΠX0 .

Theorem 8 (Reduced realization of (8)). Consider the switched system (8) with corresponding extended
reachable subspaces Rk and restricted unobservable subspaces U k together with the induced weak
Kalman-decomposition; let Wk and Vk denote the corresponding left- and right-projectors; choose V−1
according to (12) and with corresponding initial value reduction matrix ΠX0 . Define the reduced system

˙̂x = Âkx̂+ B̂ku, on (sk,sk+1), x̂(t−0 ) = x̂0 := Π
X0x0 ∈ X̂0,

x̂(s+k ) = Ĵx
k x̂(s−k )+ Ĵv

k vk, k ≥ 0,

ŷ = Ĉkx̂, on (sk,sk+1), ŷ[sk] =
ρk

∑
i=0

Ĉi
kx̂(s−k )δ

(i)
sk ,

(13)

with Âk := WkAkVk, B̂k := WkBk, Ĉk := CkVk, Ĉi
k := Ci

kVk−1, Ĵx
k := WkJx

kVk−1, Ĵv
k := WkJv

k , X̂0 := Rn̂−1 ,
where n̂−1 = rankV−1. Then for all impulse-free inputs u, all v0,v1, . . . ,vm and all initial values x0 ∈ X0
the (impulsive) outputs y of (8) and ŷ of (13) are equal.

Proof. Step 1: We show that x̂ :=Wkx solves (13) on (sk,sk+1).

Consider a solution x of (8) for some initial value x0 ∈ X0 and let x̂ := Wkx. The satisfaction of the
differential equation ˙̂x = Âkx̂+ B̂u on (sk,sk+1) follows with the same arguments as in the first part of the
proof of [22, Lem. 16] and is therefore omitted. It remains to be shown that x̂ satisfies the initial jump
rule for some suitable x̂0 and all subsequent jumps at the switches. In view of (12), we can choose x̂0
such that x0 =V−1x̂0 + x̃0, where x̃0 ∈ X0 ∩kerW0Jx

0 ∩kerU imp
0 ⊆ kerW0Jx

0 . We then have

x̂(t+0 ) =W0x(t+0 ) =W0(Jx
0x0 + Jv

0v0) =W0J0(V−1x̂0 + x̃0)+W0Jv
0v0 = Ĵx

0 x̂0 + Ĵv
0v0

as desired. It remains to be shown that for k ≥ 1 we have x̂(s+k ) = Ĵx
k x̂(s−k )+ Ĵv

k vk. Assuming inductively,
that x̂ solves (13) on [t0,sk) already, we have

x̂(s+k ) =Wkx(s+k ) =Wk(Jx
k x(s−k )+ Jv

k vk) =WkJx
k x(s−k )+ Ĵv

k vk.

Hence it remains to be shown that WkJx
k x(s−k ) = Ĵx

k x̂(s−k ) = Wk−1Jx
kVk−1Wk−1x(s−k ). This can be shown

following the same arguments as in second part of the proof of [22, Lem. 16] and is therefore omitted.

Step 2: We show that ŷ = y.

From U k ⊆ Uk ⊆ kerCk and because (using the notation (11)) U k = im[P1
k ,P

3
k ] we have CkQk =

[0,CkP2
k ,0,∗]. Furthermore, for all t ∈ (sk,sk+1) we have x(t) ∈ Rσ

[t0,t)
⊆ Rk = im[P1

k ,P
2
k ], hence

11
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Q−1
k x(t) =

( ∗
Wkx(t)

0
0

)
. Consequently,

Ckx(t) =CkQkQ−1
k x(t) =CkVkWkx(t) = Ĉkx̂(t)

and it remains to be shown that y[sk] = ŷ[sk]. For k = 0, we have, according to (12), x(t−0 ) =V−1x̂0 + x̃0,
where x̃0 ∈ X0 ∩ kerW0Jx

0 ∩ kerU imp
0 ⊆ U imp

0 ⊆ kerCi
0, hence Ci

kx(t−0 ) = Ci
kV−1x̂0 +Ci

kx̃0 = Ci
kx̂(t−0 ),

which shows that y[t0] = ŷ[t0]. For k ≥ 1 we have, similar as above, x(s−k )∈Rk−1 and hence Q−1
k−1x(s−k ) =( ∗

Wk−1x(t)
0
0

)
. Furthermore, U k−1 ⊆ U imp

k ⊆ kerCi
k and hence Ci

kQk−1 = [0,Ci
kVk−1,0,∗] and, therefore,

Ci
kx(s−k ) =Ci

kQ−1
k−1Qk−1x(s−k ) =Ci

kVk−1Wk−1x(s−k ) = Ĉi
kx̂(s−k ).

This concludes the proof. □

We conclude this section by summarizing the reduction process of a regular switched DAE (1) while
preserving the input-output behavior in Algorithm 1 and a Matlab implementation can be found at [45].
This algorithm is illustrated with the following academic example.

Algorithm 1: Algorithm to obtain reduced realization of a switched DAE
Data: X0, regular modes (Ek,Ak,Bk,Ck), k = 0,1, . . . ,m.
Result: Reduced system (7) given by X̂0, Âdiff

k , B̂diff
k , Ĉk, Ĉ0

k , . . . ,Ĉ
νk−2
k , Π̂k, Ĵv

k , Dimp
k , Dimp−

k,0 ,

Dimp−
k,1 ,. . . ,Dimp−

k,νk−2, Dimp+
k,0 , Dimp+

k,1 ,. . . ,Dimp+
k,νk−2, k = 0, . . . ,m.

for k = 0,1, . . . ,m do
Calculate matrices: Πk, Adiff

k , Bdiff
k , E imp

k , Bimp
k , νk via the Wong-limits as in Section 2.1.

Calculate matrices: Bimp
k :=−

[
Bimp

k , . . . ,(E imp
k )νk−1Bimp

k

]
, Dimp

k :=CkBimp
k , and for

i = 0,1, . . . ,νk −2, Ci
k :=−Ck(E

imp
k )i+1, Dimp+

k,i :=Ci
kBimp

k , Dimp−
k,i :=Ci

kBimp
k−1, where Bimp

−1 :=0.
Calculate (basis matrices of) subspaces: Rk := im

[
Bdiff

k ,Adiff
k Bdiff

k , . . . ,(Adiff
k )nk−1Bdiff

k

]
,

Uk := ker
[
Ck/CkAdiff

k /. . ./Ck(Adiff
k )nk−1

]
, U imp

k := ker
[
CkE imp

k /. . ./Ck(E
imp
k )νk−1

]
.

end
Compute the sequence of extended reachability subspaces R0,R1, . . . ,Rm via

R0 := R0 + ⟨Adiff
0 |Π0X0⟩, Rk := Rk + ⟨Adiff

k | ΠkRk−1 + imΠkBimp
k−1⟩, k = 1, . . . ,m.

Compute the sequence of restricted unobservability subspaces U m,U m−1, . . . , U 0 via

U m := Um, U k := Uk ∩⟨(Π−1
k+1U k+1 ∩U imp

k+1 ) | Adiff
k ⟩, k = m−1, . . . ,0.

for k = 0, . . . ,m do
Obtain left-/right-projector Wk and Vk via the weak Kalman decomposition based on Rk and U k.
Compute reduced ODE matrices: Âdiff

k :=WkAdiff
k Vk, B̂diff

k :=WkBdiff
k , Ĉk :=CkVk.

end
Choose basis matrices V−1,W−1 s.t. X0 = im[V−1,W−1] and imW−1 = X0 ∩kerW0Π0 ∩U imp

0 .
X̂0 := RrankV−1 and calculate ΠX0 := [I,0]([V−1,W−1]

⊤[V−1,W−1])
−1[V−1,W−1]

−1.
for k = 0, . . . ,m do

Calculate reduced impulse output matrices: Ĉi
k :=Ci

kVk−1.
Calculate reduced jump maps: Π̂k :=WkΠkVk−1 and Ĵv

k :=WkΠkBimp
k−1.

end

12
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Figure 1. Numerical simulation of Example 9; Diracs are shown as arrows, where the length corresponds
to the magnitude. Left: Evolution of the four states of the switched DAE (1). Middle: Output
of switched DAE (1) and reduced system (7). Right: Evolution of states (which have mode-
dependent dimensions) of reduced system (7). The Matlab code to produce these simulations
is available at [45].

Example 9. Consider the switched DAE (1) with the modes (Ek,Ak,Bk,Ck,Dk), k = 0,1,2, given by

i = 0 :
([ 1 0 0 0

0 1 0 0
0 0 1 0
0 0 0 1

]
,

[ 0 1 0 0
0 0 1 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0

]
,

[ 0
0
1
0

]
, [ 0 0 0 0 ] ,0

)
,

i = 1 :
([ 1 0 0 0

0 1 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 1 0

]
,

[ 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 1 0
0 0 0 1

]
,

[ 0
0
1
0

]
, [ 0 0 0 1 ] ,0

)
,

i = 2 :
([ 0 0 0 0

0 1 0 0
0 0 1 0
0 0 0 1

]
,

[ 1 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 1 1 0

]
,

[ 0
0
0
0

]
, [ 0 0 0 1 ] ,0

)
.

It is easily seen that the index νk of (Ek,Ak) is given by ν0 = 0 (this mode is an ODE), ν1 = 2 (the pair
(E1,A1) is already in QWF with N1 =

[
0 0
1 0

]
) and ν2 = 1 (the pair (E2,A2) is also already in a (permuted)

QWF with N2 = 0). Furthermore, the matrices (Πk,Adiff
k ,Bdiff

k ,E imp
k ,Bimp

k ) are given by

i = 0 :
([ 1 0 0 0

0 1 0 0
0 0 1 0
0 0 0 1

]
,

[ 0 1 0 0
0 0 1 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0

]
,

[ 0
0
1
0

]
,

[ 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0

]
,

[ 0
0
0
0

])
,

i = 1 :
([ 1 0 0 0

0 1 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0

]
,

[ 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0

]
,

[ 0
0
0
0

]
,

[ 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 1 0

]
,

[ 0
0
1
0

])
,

i = 2 :
([ 0 0 0 0

0 1 0 0
0 0 1 0
0 0 0 1

]
,

[ 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 1 1 0

]
,

[ 0
0
0
0

]
,

[ 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0

]
,

[ 0
0
0
0

])
.

The corresponding feedthrough terms are then

Dimp
0 = 01×0, Dimp

1 = [ 0 -1 ] , Dimp
2 = 01×1, Dimp+

1,0 = [ 1 0 ] , Dimp−
1,0 = 01×0.

The solution of the corresponding switched system (1) on the time interval [t0, t f ] := [0,5] with switching
times s1 = 2, s2 = 4 and input u(t) = sin(t) is illustrated in the left part of Figure 1. It can clearly be
seen that the state trajectories contain jumps (at both switching instants) as well as a Dirac impulse (at
the first switching instant). The corresponding output is shown in the middle of Figure 1 and it contains
as well jumps and a Dirac impulse.

With X0 = {0}, the extended reachable spaces can be calculated as

R0 = im
[ 1 0 0

0 1 0
0 0 1
0 0 0

]
, R1 = im

[ 1 0
0 1
0 0
0 0

]
, R2 = im

[ 0 0 0
1 0 0
0 1 0
0 0 1

]
,

13
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and the restricted unobservable spaces are

U 0 = im
[ 1

0
0
0

]
, U 1 = im

[ 1 0
0 0
0 1
0 0

]
, U 2 = im

[ 1 0
0 −1
0 1
0 0

]
.

Via the corresponding weak Kalman decomposition, we obtain the left- and right-projectors given by

W0 =
[

0 1 0 0
0 0 1 0

]
, W1 = [ 0 1 0 0 ] , W2 =

[
0 1 1 0
0 0 0 1

]
V0 =

[ 0 0
1 0
0 1
0 0

]
, V1 =

[ 0
1
0
0

]
, V2 =

[ 0 0
1 0
0 0
0 1

]
.

Together with V−1 = 04×0, this yields the following reduced switched system with jumps and Dirac im-
pulses.
- On [s0,s1) with state-space dimension n̂0 = 2:

˙̂z =
[

0 1
0 0

]
ẑ+

[
0
1

]
u, ẑ(s+0 ) =

[
0
0

]
,

ŵ = 0, ŵ[s0] = 0.

- On [s1,s2) with state-space dimension n̂1 = 1:

˙̂z = 0, ẑ(s+1 ) = [ 1 0 ] ẑ(s−1 ),

ŵ = [ 0 -1 ] [ u
u̇ ] , ŵ[s1] =

(
[ 0 -1 ] ẑ(s−1 )− [ 1 0 ]

[
u(s+1 )
u̇(s+1 )

])
δs1 .

- On [s2,s3) with state-space dimension n̂2 = 2:

˙̂z =
[

0 0
1 0

]
, ẑ(s+2 ) =

[
1
0

]
z(s−2 )+

[
-1 0
0 -1

][ u(s−2 )
u̇(s−2 )

]
,

ŵ = [ 0 1 ] ẑ, ŵ[s2] = 0.

The evolution of the reduced states are shown in the right part of Figure 1. Note that these states do
never contain Dirac impulses, because the Dirac-impulses are explicitely calculated in the corresponding
output; the latter is then indeed identical to the one from the switched DAE shown in the middle of
Figure 1.

4 Midpoint balanced truncation

4.1 Model reduction in the presence of Dirac impulses

In this section we also consider the switched system (8) but assume that all unobservable and unreachable
states have already been removed (e.g. via the method proposed by Theorem 8). If after this reduction,
there are no input-induced jumps and no state-induced output impulses (i.e. Assumptions 1 and 2 are
satisfied in the context of switched DAEs) then Gramians can be defined which provide on the one hand
the minimal input energy

∫ t
t0 u(τ)⊤u(τ)dτ which is needed to reach a given state from zero on the time

interval [t0, t) and, on the other hand, provide the output energy
∫ t f

t y(τ)⊤y(τ)dτ which any given initial
state at time t produces on (t, t f ) for a zero input. Based on this energy interpretation of the Gramians,
a coordinate transformation can be constructed which results in equal reachability and observability
Gramians, which means that states can be identified which are simultaneously difficult to reach and
difficult to observe; these states are then prime candidates to be removed to obtain a reduced system
without significantly alter the input-output behavior.

However, this intuitive approach is not valid anymore in case there are input dependent jumps or state-
dependent output impulses. For the latter this is obvious, because a Dirac impulse in the output results

14
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in an infinite output energy (because the L2-norm of a Dirac impulse is infinite). In particular, any state-
approximation which results in a different impulsive output response has infinite L2-error. This means
that model reduction is restricted to a subspace of the state space which is contained in kerU imp

k . More

precisely, the state space of mode k−1 must be decomposable as Rnk−1 =X imp
k−1 ⊕X imp

k−1 , such that X imp
k−1

is invariant under the dynamics of mode k−1 and such that X imp
k−1 ⊆ kerU imp

k . This decomposition can
be obtained by a classical Kalman-observability decomposition of the pair (Ak−1, [C0

k/C1
k/. . ./Cρk

k ]). For

each mode k, we therefore have to restrict the model-reduction on the subspace X imp
k . Furthermore,

we need to assume that the dynamics on the subspace X imp
k are initialized with an exact initial value,

hence the component of the jump map Jx
k mapping onto X imp

k must be independent from the previous

reduction space X imp
k−1 , i.e. Jx

kX
imp

k−1 ⊆ X imp
k . Finally, we assume that the dynamics on X imp

k and X imp
k

can be completely decoupled (a sufficient condition for this decoupling is that in the corresponding
Kalman observability decomposition the set of eigenvalues of the block-diagonal matrices are disjoint),
including the state-jump rules. Altogether, we make the following assumptions to handle state-dependent
output impulses:

Assumption 3. Consider the switched system (8). Assume there is a mode dependent coordinate trans-
formation Tk = [T imp

k ,T imp
k ] for k =−1,0,1, . . . ,m, such that for all k = 0,1, . . . ,m

T−1
k AkTk =

[
Aimp

k 0

0 Aimp
k

]
, T−1

k Jx
k Tk−1 =

[
Jximp

k 0

0 Jximp
k

]
, Ci

kT imp
k−1 = 0, i = 0,1, . . . ,ρk.

Lemma 10. Consider (8) satisfying Assumption 3. Let
[

ximp

ximp

]
= T−1

k x on (sk,sk+1), then (8) has the same
input-output behavior as

ẋimp = Aimp
k ximp +Bimp

k u, on (sk,sk+1), ximp(t−0 ) = ximp
0 ∈ X imp

0 ,

ẋimp = Aimp
k ximp +Bimp

k u, on (sk,sk+1), ximp(t−0 ) = ximp
0 ∈ X imp

0 ,

ximp(s+k ) = Jximp

k ximp(s−k )+ Jvimp

k vk,

ximp(s+k ) = Jximp

k ximp(s−k )+ Jvimp

k vk,

y = yimp + yimp =Cimp
k ximp +Cimp

k ximp, y[sk] =
ρk

∑
i=0

Cimp,i
k ximp(s−k )δ

(i)
sk ,

(14)

where Aimp
k , Aimp

k , Jximp

k and Jximp

k are given according to Assumption 3,
[

Bimp
k

Bimp
k

]
= T−1

k Bk,
[

Jvimp
k

Jvimp
k

]
= T−1

k Jv
k ,

[Cimp
k ,Cimp

k ] =CkTk, Cimp,i
k =Ci

kT imp
k−1 ,

(
ximp

0

ximp
0

)
:= T−1

−1 x0, X imp
0 := [I,0]T−1

−1 X0, X imp
0 := [0, I]T−1

−1 X0. In

particular, any (approximative) model reduction applied on ximp does not effect the impulsive output.

Proof. This follows straightforwardly by plugging x = Tk

[
ximp

ximp

]
into (8) while taking into account As-

sumption 3. □

Remark 11. If (8) is induced by the switched DAE (1), then Assumption 2 implies Assumption 3, because
the former implies that the output does not contain state-induced impulses at all and hence Ci

k = 0 can
be assumed in (8), which means that Ci,imp

k = 0 in (14), which of course is not a necessary consequence
of Assumption 3.
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4.2 Model reduction for switched ODEs with input dependent jumps

As argued above, we should not attempt to apply model reduction on the state component ximp in (14),
because even small mismatches will be infinitely “amplified” by the Dirac impulses. Therefore, we can
in the following restrict our attention to the ximp-part of (14) and how to carry out model reduction for
the corresponding switched ODE with input dependent jumps. The corresponding switched ODE has
exactly the same form as (8a) and with the corresponding adjustment of notation we therefore simply
continue to study (8a). We first show that we can decouple the effect of the continuous and discrete input
as follows.

Lemma 12. The trajectory x is a solution of (8a) if, and only if, x = xu+xv, where xu is a solution of (8a)
where vk = 0, xu(t−0 ) = 0 and xv is a solution of (8a) with u = 0, xv(t−0 ) = x(t−0 ).

Proof. Let x = xu + xv for solutions xu and xv of (8a) with only one type of input. Then

ẋ = ẋu + ẋv = Akxu +Bku+Akxv = Akx+Bku

and
x(s+k ) = xu(s+k )+ xv(s+k ) = Jx

k xu(s−k )+ Jx
k xv(s−k )+ Jv

k vk = Jx
k x(s−k )+ Jv

k vk.

This shows that x is indeed a solution of (8a). Conversely, let x be a solution of (8a) and let xu be a
solution of (8a) with vanishing discrete inputs, then similarly as above it can be shown that xv := x− xu

solves (8a) with vanishing continuous input. This concludes the proof. □

Based on the decoupling of the continuous and discrete input we propose the following model reduction
approach for switched systems of the form (8a):

(i) Calculate midpoint reachability Gramians and observability Gramians as in [21] for (8a) with
vk = 0 and x0 = 0.

(ii) Define suitable discrete reachability Gramians for (8a) with u = 0.
(iii) Define the overall reachability Gramian as weighted sum of the midpoint and discrete reachability

Gramian.
(iv) Apply balanced truncation based on the overall reachability Gramian and the midpoint observabil-

ity Gramian as in [21].

For defining the discrete reachability Gramian of (8a) with u = 0, we consider the following midpoint
discrete time system

xm
k+1 = Am

k xm
k +Bm

k vk, xm
0 = x0 ∈ X0, (15)

where Am
k := eAkτk/2Jx

k eAk−1τk−1/2 ∈Rnk×nk−1 (with A−1 := 0) and Bm
k := eAkτk/2Jv

k . It is easily seen that for
every discrete input sequence (vk)k∈N and any corresponding solution x of (8a) with u = 0 the midpoint
sequence xm

k := x( sk+sk+1
2 ) solves (15). In other words, (15) captures the reachability properties of the

system (8a) at the midpoints with respect to the discrete input vk. We can now define the discrete-time
midpoint reachability Gramian recursively as follows:

Pm
−1 := γX0X⊤

0 , Pm
k = Am

k Pm
k−1Am

k
⊤+Bm

k Bm
k
⊤, (16)

where X0 is an orthonormal matrix such that imX0 = X0 and γ > 0 is a parameter to relate the (inverse)
“control-cost” in the past to achieve a nonzero initial state with the future control costs. Note that here
(8a) was obtained as a result of Algorithm 9, hence X0 = Rn−1 , i.e. Pm

0 = γI in case n−1 = dimX0 > 0
or Pm

0 = 0 otherwise.

We conjecture that similar as in the continuous time case (cf. [21, Thm. 5]) the discrete-time reachability
Gramian as defined in (16) is tightly related to the required input energy in (15) to reach a final state from
the origin. However, a formal proof is outside the scope of this manuscript.
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Note that considering a discrete version of the observability Gramian is not necessary, because the ob-
servability Gramian is independently defined from the input signal, hence the presence of an additional
discrete input in the jump map has no effect on the continuous observability Gramian.

As mentioned above we now define the overall reachability Gramian Pλ
k as the weighted sum of the

midpoint reachability Gramian P
σ

k (using the notation from [21]) and the discrete-time midpoint reach-
ability Gramian Pm

k , i.e.
Pλ

k := P
σ

k +λPm
k , (17)

for some λ > 0. For small values of λ > 0 the costs for effecting the jump via the input is small compared
to the cost of the continuous inputs, while for large λ > 0 assigning specific values for vk is “expensive”
compared to the cost of specifying a continuous input on an interval. The choice of λ is related to
the earlier discussion that the discrete inputs vk are not independent from the continuous input u when
considering a switched DAE, because vk is related to the derivatives of u at the switching times.

Once the reachability Gramian Pλ
k has been defined, left and right projectors can be defined via a

balanced truncation approach identical to the approach in [21], provided each of the Gramians Pλ
k

and Qk (the midpoint observability Gramian for (8a)) is invertible, which is usually the case after a
reduced realization is obtained via Algorithm 1. Note that the discrete reachability Gramian is often
not invertible (especially for small k), however it is added to the usually invertible midpoint reachability
Gramians and since both matrices are symmetric and positive (semi-)definite, the weighted sum will be
invertible. The midpoint balanced truncation method for a switched ODE with input dependent jumps
(8a) is summarized in Algorithm 2 and a Matlab implementation is available at [45].

Algorithm 2: Midpoint balanced truncation for linear switched system with input dependent jumps.
Data: X0, modes of (8a) given by Ak, Bk, Jx

k , Jv
k , Ck, k = 0,1, . . . ,m,

initial, switching and final times: t0 = s0,s1, . . . ,sm,sm+1 = t f .
Parameters: λ > 0, γ > 0 (if X0 ̸= {0}), desired approximation thresholds εk > 0 or desired

reduction size rk ≤ nk.
Result: Reduced system of (8a) given by X̂0, Âk, B̂k, Ĵx

k , Ĵv
k , Ĉk, k = 0, . . . ,m.

Compute the sequence of midpoint reachability and observability Gramians P
σ

0 ,P
σ

1 , . . . , P
σ

m ;
Qσ

m,Q
σ

m−1, . . . , Q
σ

0 according to [21, Alg. 2].
Let F−1 := I; Pm

−1 := γX0X⊤
0 where X0 is an orthonormal basis matrix of X0.

for k = 0,1, . . . ,m;
do

Compute discrete-time dynamics: Fm
k := eAk(sk+1−sk)/2, Am

k := Fm
k Jx

k Fm
k−1, Bm

k := Fm
k Jv

k .
Compute discrete-time reachability Gramian: Pm

k := Am
k Pm

k−1Am
k
⊤+Bm

k Bm
k
⊤.

Combine discrete-time with continuous-time Gramian: Pλ
k := λPm

k +P
σ

k .
end
Calculate left- and right projectors Πl

k and Πr
k via [21, Alg. 1] for (Ak,Bk,Ck,Jx

k ) and midpoint
Gramians Pλ

k and Q
σ

k .
Let Πr

−1 := I.
for k = 0,1, . . . ,m;
do

Compute reduced system matrices: Âk := Πl
kAkΠr

k, B̂k := Πl
kBk, Ĉk :=CkΠr

k.
Compute reduced jump matrices: Ĵx

k := Πl
kJx

k Πr
k−1, Ĵv

k := Πl
kJv

k .
end

The effectiveness of Algorithm 2 is illustrated with the following medium size academic example.

Example 13. We consider the switched ODE with jumps (8a) with switching times s0 = t0 = 0, s1 = 2,
s2 = 4, s3 = t f = 6 and with mode-dependent state dimensions n0 = 50, n1 = 60, n2 = 40. The subspace
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of possible initial states is assumed to be X0 = R5 (i.e. n−1 = 5). The continuous input u is assumed
to be one-dimensional, whereas the discrete input is two dimensional and given by vk = (u(sk), u̇(sk)).
The initial values and all entries of the coefficient and jump matrices are chosen randomly with a normal
distribution (mean zero and variance one), apart from the Ak-matrices, which are constructed by first
randomly creating a diagonal matrix with values uniformly distributed in the interval [−0.1,0.1] and
then a similarity transformation is applied with an orthogonalized random coordinate transformation
(in particular, the modes are not asymptotically stable, nevertheless the growth rates are moderate).
Algorithm 2 is applied with paramteters λ = 1 and γ = 0.1 and as reduction threshold for the singular
values of the product of the midpoint Gramians we choose εk = 10−3 for each mode k. Algorithm 2
results in a reduced switched ODE with jumps with reduced state-dimensions n̂0 = 8, n̂1 = 10, n̂2 = 6
and the run time on a standard office laptop is about 30ms. For the input u(t) = cos(t) the correspondent
outputs of the original system and of the reduced system together with the relative error are shown in
Figure 2. Clearly, the output of the reduced system approximates the original output very well (including
the jumps at the switching times): the relative error is between 0.1% (for the first mode) and 1% (for the
last mode).

0 1 2 3 4 5 6

time t

-500

0

500

1000
Output comparison

0 1 2 3 4 5 6

time t

0

0.005

0.01

0.015
Relative output error

Figure 2. Output comparison (left part) and relative output error (right part) for Example 13. The Matlab
scripts to produce these simulations are available at [45].

4.3 Overall midpoint balanced truncation for switched DAEs

In the original notation of (1) the midpoint balanced truncation method for switched DAEs is now sum-
marized as follows, see also Figure 3.

Step 1 (first part of Algorithm 1): For the regular switched DAE (1) obtain an equivalent switched ODE
with jumps and impulses in the form (6) via the Wong sequences as described in Section 2.1.

Eσ ẋ = Aσ x+Bσ u

y =Cσ x+Dσ u

ż = Adiff
k z+Bdiff

k u, on (sk,sk+1)

z(s+k ) = Πk

[
z(s−k )+Bimp

k−1Uνk−1(s−k )
]

w =Ckz+Dku+Dimp
k Uνk , on (sk,sk+1)

w[sk] =
νk−2

∑
i=0

[
Ci

kz(s−k )+Dimp−
k,i Uνk−1(s−k )−Dimp+

k,i Uνk(s+k )
]
δ
(i)
sk

QWF
˙̂z = Âdiff

k z+ B̂diff
k u, on (sk,sk+1),

ẑ(s+k ) = Π̂kẑ(s−k )+Ĵv
k Uνk−1(s−k ),

w = Ĉkẑ+Dku+Dimp
k Uνk , on (sk,sk+1),

w[sk] =
νk−2

∑
i=0

[
Ĉi

kẑ(s−k )+Dimp−
k,i Uνk−1(s−k )−Dimp+

k,i Uνk(s+k )
]
δ
(i)
sk ,

Alg. 1

ẋimp = Aimp
k ximp +Bimp

k u, on (sk,sk+1),

ẋimp = Aimp
k ximp +Bimp

k u, on (sk,sk+1),

ximp(s+k ) = Jximp

k ximp(s−k )+ Jvimp

k Uνk−1(s−k ),

ximp(s+k ) = Jximp

k ximp(s−k )+ Jvimp

k Uνk−1(s−k ),

y =Cimp
k ximp +Cimp

k ximp +Dku+Dimp
k Uνk

y[sk] =
ρk

∑
i=0

[
Cimp,i

k ximp(s−k )+Dimp−
k,i Uνk−1(s−k )−Dimp+

k,i Uνk(s+k )
]
δ
(i)
sk ,

Assumption 3

˙̂x
imp

= Âimp
k x̂imp + B̂imp

k u, on (sk,sk+1),

ẋimp = Aimp
k ximp +Bimp

k u, on (sk,sk+1),

x̂imp(s+k ) = Ĵx̂imp

k x̂imp(s−k )+ Ĵvimp

k Uνk−1(s−k ),

ximp(s+k ) = Jximp

k ximp(s−k )+ Jvimp

k Uνk−1(s−k ),

ŷ = Ĉimp
k x̂imp +Cimp

k ximp +Dku+Dimp
k Uνk

ŷ[sk] =
ρk

∑
i=0

[
Cimp,i

k ximp(s−k )+Dimp−
k,i Uνk−1(s−k )−Dimp+

k,i Uνk(s+k )
]
δ
(i)
sk

Alg. 2

Figure 3. Overview of steps necessary for carrying out model reduction for switched DAEs. Parts which
remain unchanged in a step (and its subsequent steps) are displayed in gray.
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Step 2 (second part of Algorithm 1): Reduce (6) via Algorithm 1 to obtain (7).

Step 3: Check Assumption 3 for (7). In particular, try to find a family of Âdiff
k -invariant subspaces X imp

k

and X imp
k such that

• X imp
k ⊕X imp

k = Rn̂k ,

• X imp
k ⊆ ker[Ĉ0

k/Ĉ1
k/Ĉ1

k/. . ./Ĉρk
k ],

• Π̂kX
imp

k−1 ⊆ X imp
k−1 and Π̂kX

imp
k−1 ⊆ X imp

k−1 .

If such a family of subspaces exists, apply a corresponding coordinate transformation Tk to obtain (14).

Step 4 (Algorithm 2): Calculate midpoint Gramians P
σ

k , Q
σ

k for the switched ODE (obtained from (14))

ẋimp = Aimp
k ximp +Bimp

k u, on (sk,sk+1), ximp(t−0 ) = 0,

ximp(s+k ) = Jximp

k ximp(s−k ),

yimp =Cimp
k ximp,

(18)

according to [21, Alg. 2]. Furthermore, consider the discrete-time midpoint dynamical system (15)
obtained from (14) and calculate the corresponding discrete-time Gramian Pm

k . Finally, choose λ > 0
and let Pλ

k := Pk + λPm
k . In order to be able to continue, it has to be assumed that Pλ

k and Qk
are invertible for all k. Finally, calculate the left- and right reduction projectors Πl

k and Πr
k based on

classical balanced truncation, see e.g. [21, Alg. 1]. The (mode-dependent) reduction size rk can either be
prespecified or can implicitely be given by providing a (mode-dependent) threshold εk for the singular
values of the Gramians. The overall reduced switched system is then given by

˙̂x
imp

= Âimp
k ximp + B̂imp

k u, on (sk,sk+1), x̂imp(t−0 ) = ximp
0 ∈ X imp

0 ,

ẋimp = Aimp
k ximp +Bimp

k u, on (sk,sk+1), ximp(t−0 ) = ximp
0 ∈ X imp

0 ,

x̂imp(s+k ) = Ĵximp

k x̂imp(s−k )+ Ĵvimp

k Uνk−1(s−k ),

ximp(s+k ) = Jximp

k ximp(s−k )+ Jvimp

k Uνk−1(s−k ),

ŷ = Ĉimp
k x̂imp +Cimp

k ximp +Dku+Dimp
k Uνk ,

ŷ[sk] =
ρk

∑
i=0

Cimp,i
k ximp(s−k )δ

(i)
sk +

νk−2

∑
i=0

(
Dimp−

k,i Uνk−1(s−k )−Dimp+
k,i Uνk(s+k )

)
δ
(i)
sk ,

where Âimp
k := Πl

kAimp
k Πr

k, B̂imp
k := Πl

kBimp
k , Ĵximp

k = Πl
kJximp

k Πr
k−1, Ĵvimp

k = Πl
kJvimp

k , where Πr
−1 := I.

5 Numerical considerations and conclusions

While the provided academic examples illustrate that the proposed model reduction approach for
switched DAEs in principle is working, there are the following major challenges for using the proposed
approach in a more realistic large scale scenario:

I Precise rank decisions required for Algorithm 1.
II Assumption 3 is not constructive.

III Large-scale matrix-exponentials are required for Algorithm 2.
IV Switching signal must be known a-priori.

We will discuss each point in more details in the following.
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Challenge I

Algorithm 1 heavily relies on calculating certain subspaces and corresponding coordinate transforma-
tions. The Matlab implementation of Algorithm 1 provided at [45] resolves this issue by carrying out all
calculations with exact arithmetics (via the symbolic toolbox). This severely limits the size of the systems
for which Algorithm 1 can be used and hence contradicts the original intended usage in model reduction.
However, an accurate identification of the relevant subspaces is crucial to adequately capture the jump-
ing behaviors as well as the impulsive outputs. Nevertheless, we believe that there are two approaches
to resolve this problem: The first (obvious) approach is the development of numerically robust methods
to carry out the used subspace operations (e.g. preimages, subspace addition, subspace intersection, ...)
e.g. via utilizing suitable singular value decompositions. The second approach would be to utilize the
sparsity which is usually present in the coefficient matrices; it then may still possible to continue using
exact arithmetics for much larger systems. It may also be possible to combine both approaches. In gen-
eral, we believe that for specific large-scale problems it is always necessary to develop some tailor-made
algorithm exploiting domain-specific knowledge about the structure of the problem; we see our main
contribution to provide the starting point for such a specific implementation.

Challenge II

Assumption 3 can in general not be easily checked because suitable coordinate transformations Tk must
be found. While parts of the coordinate transformation can be obtained by constructing certain invariant
subspaces within other subspaces (for which algorithms exists), there is no general method to obtain
the complete coordinate transformation. However, the underlying reason for requiring Assumption 3
was the limitation of not changing the impulsive output. However, if an approximation of the output
Dirac impulses is permitted in the application domain considered, Assumption 3 can be relaxed or even
completely omitted, but it is not straightforward how to quantify an error in the impulsive part and how
the (midpoint) balanced truncation approach needs to be adjusted. Similar as in Challenge I it may be
necessary to exploit domain-specific knowledge to resolve this issue.

Challenge III

The calculation of the full size matrix exponential which is used in the calculation of the midpoint reach-
ability and observability Gramian as well as in the discrete-time reachability Gramian is not feasible for
very large scale systems (because this is equivalent to solving a corresponding large scale linear ODE);
furthermore, the calculation of the midpoint Gramians also involve the solution of a Lyapunov equation.
This is however only an issue for very large scale systems, for system orders of up to one thousand the
standard Matlab implementation expm and lyap provide solutions in less then a second. There is how-
ever another issue that the numerically calculated Gramians are not always positive definite, which then
results in a failure to obtain the corresponding Cholesky decomposition, this problem already occurs for
rather small model orders and in the provided Matlab implementation [45] this is resolved by adding a
small multiple of the identity matrix to the Gramians before carrying out the Cholesky decomposition.

Challenge IV

For the model-reduction approach it is required to know the whole switching signal in advance, which
in many application may be an unrealistic assumption, in particular, when the switching signal itself is
seen as an input signal or is the result of faults. This is a structural limitation of our approach, because by
considering the switching signal as a given time-variance the overall system is still linear and hence model
reduction can utilize certain subspaces and linear methods. In the context of model reduction for ordinary
switched systems other approaches have been discussed in our previous works [22, 21], however, we are
not aware of any model reduction approaches for switched DAEs where the switching signal is considered
an input or unknown. From our previous work on model reduction for switched ordinary system it is clear
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that the obtained reduced model which does not take into account the switching signal will in general
be much bigger than the reduced model for a specific switching signal. Furthermore, our approach only
needs exact knowledge of the mode sequence and not of the switching times; in fact, Algorithm 1 does
not depend at all on the switching times, whereas Algorithm 2 depends on the switching times (in fact on
the switching durations), but small variations in the switching times will only result in small variations
in the Gramians and hence the reduced models are not expected to change much if the switching times
are not exactly known.

Conclusions

Switched DAEs naturally occur when modelling large networks with changing topology, hence obtaining
a reduced model capturing the essential input-output behaviour is highly relevant. To our best knowledge
we are the first to propose a model reduction method for switched DAEs which fully takes into account
the jumps and Dirac impulses induced by the switches. While the two main ingredients (Algorithms 1
and 2) have already been reported in similar form in our previous work on model reduction for switched
ordinary systems, the utilizations in the context of switched DAEs was nontrivial; in particular, the
presence of input-depend jumps required the consideration of an additional discrete-time reachability
Gramian. While Algorithm 1 is provably correct with no output error, we haven’t been able to obtain
provable error bounds for Algorithm 2, instead we rely on the intuition that the midpoint reachability and
observability Gramians encode which states are difficult to reach/observe. It is the topic of future research
to investigate whether there are provable error bounds. Furthermore, resolving the above mentioned
numerical challenges also need to be addressed when our method is utilized for specific large scale
applications.
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